Throughput capacity is a critical parameter for the design and evaluation of ad-hoc wireless networks. Assuming a fixed per node transmission capability of T bits per second at a fixed range, it has been shown [1] that the information theoretic uniform throughput capacity per node r(n) is Θ T √ n log n , a decreasing function of node density n. However we consider an alternate communication model, with each node constrained to a maximum transmit power P0 and capable of utilizing W Hz of bandwidth. Under the limiting case W → ∞, such as in Ultra Wide Band (UWB) networks, we show that the uniform throughput per node is O (n log n) α−1 2 (upper bound) and
I. INTRODUCTION
I T has been shown [1] , that the uniform throughput capacity per node of an ad hoc wireless network with n nodes, decreases with n as Θ T √ n log n , under certain physical layer assumptions. However, in this paper, we show that under an Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) [2] communication model (large bandwidth, limited power), the uniform throughput capacity per node increases asΘ(n (α−1)/2 ), where α ≥ 1 is the distance loss exponent. Thus, the design of and assumptions about, the physical layer of an ad hoc network can dramatically affect the network capacity.
Ad-hoc wireless networks [3] , unlike infrastructure networks such as cellular networks, are all wireless networks resulting in salient features such as speedy deployment, low cost and low maintenance. The design of such ad-hoc networks entails Medium Access Control (MAC) to achieve scheduling at the link layer and routing for the relaying of data packets at the network layer. The broadcast nature and unreliability of the wireless medium makes the Medium Access Control Manuscript (MAC) problem [4] , [5] and the routing problem [6] , [7] , very different from that in traditional infrastructure networks. Further, in wireless ad-hoc networks, the shared wireless medium results in a strong interdependency between protocol layers and so, power adaptation (physical), scheduling (link) and routing (network) require a joint consideration, to optimize network performance [8] . This hard non-convex problem [8] has recently been considered from an information theoretic perspective, with a focus on computing the capacity [1] , [9] - [11] . The assumed network model is a static ad-hoc wireless network, where n identical nodes on a unit area communicate over a wireless channel, with possible cooperation, to relay traffic. With a narrow band physical layer model of fixed rate links, finite bandwidth and large power, it was shown in [1] , that the per node throughput capacity is Θ T √ n log n a decreasing function of n. This pessimistic result has motivated several works that have presented different results, under varied assumptions. Node mobility was exploited in [9] , resulting in a constant (Θ(1)) capacity, delay was addressed in [11] , and variations on the network model were explored in [10] .
Physical layer characteristics and techniques such as directional antennas [13] , fading analysis [14] , and ideas such as interference cancellation [15] , resulted in bounds similar to [1] . Thus, a direct application of physical layer techniques provides little gain.
Currently deployed commercial wireless networks use either narrowband (e.g., cellular GSM) or wideband (e.g., 3G, 802.11) links. However, the demand for higher data rates at short distances has created a market for ultra-wide band links. UWB radios have been brought into the commercial domain by recent changes in U.S. federal regulations, resulting in intense research and development efforts [16] , [17] . Further, UWB radios will be inexpensive and low power, making them ideal for ad hoc wireless applications [18] . Since UWB radios possess properties (extremely large bandwidths and low power) that are drastically different from existing commercial radios (finite bandwidth and large power), the question arises whether the existing results on ad hoc network capacity are applicable to UWB networks.
Specifically, in this paper, an UWB communication model is assumed, where each link operates over a relatively large bandwidth (W ) and with a constraint P 0 on the maximum power of transmission. The ambient Gaussian noise power spectral density is N 0 and the signal power loss, with distance d and loss-exponent α ≥ 1, is 1/d α [19] . We analyzed this communication model in [20] , to demonstrate that the network capacity is an increasing function of node density n, 1536-1276/07$25.00 c 2007 IEEE asΘ(n (α−1)/2 ), whereΘ stands for soft order 1 , in contrast to [1] . Subsequently, our bound has been tightened in [21] to Θ(n (α−1)/2 ) by changing the assumed network model to a random Poisson number of nodes and applying the percolation theory developed in [22] . The UWB network capacity result [20] has also been used as a benchmark to validate cross-layer optimization results for UWB networks, such as in [8] .
We begin with a short intuitive review of the relevant assumptions and proofs from [1] , in Section II. Section III presents the UWB communication model, whose novel characteristics are analyzed to derive the optimal Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) MAC. Section IV derives an upper bound on the capacity, by analyzing the optimal routing scheme. In Section V, a lower bound is derived by applying some results of [1] to the new communication model, thus proving the capacity bound. In Section VI, this capacity order bound is compared to network optimization results, justifying its utility. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
To demonstrate the effect of the UWB physical layer requires a contrast against [1] . Thus, for completeness, a succinct review of the relevant assumptions and methods of [1] follows.
A. Ad-Hoc Network Model
The assumed network model in [1] , relevant to this paper, is one of random networks, where the n static nodes on a unit area are i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) and distributed uniformly. To avoid edge effects, this unit area is considered to be on the surface of a sphere, S 2 . Each of the n nodes is a source and has an independent randomly chosen destination. Further, it was assumed that the homogeneous nodes can each transmit at a constant rate of T bits/s [1] , over a common range of transmission tr(n). The transmission by a legitimate transmitter X i (X i denotes the node i and its position) to its intended receiver X j is successful if,
for every other X k transmitting simultaneously. This interference criterion models a protocol, by specifying a guard zone of Δ around the receiver, and is termed as the 'protocol model'. The capacity results remain the same under a model that works with the Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) at the receiver, with the assumption of arbitrarily large power A uniform throughput r(n) is feasible, if all nodes can send traffic at a time-average rate of r(n) bits per second to their corresponding destinations. The maximum feasible uniform throughput is the uniform throughput capacity, and is the metric of choice. Since the underlying network is random, so is the capacity. The aim is to bound the random capacity by functions of n. Thus, bounds are shown that hold with w.h.p.
('with high probability', i.e., with probability approaching 1 as n → ∞). Specifically, the uniform throughput capacity r(n) is said to be of order Θ(f (n)) if
(2) (k i , K i , c i , C i will be used to denote constants, with respect to n.)
B. Capacity Upper Bound
With these assumptions it is proven in [1] that the capacity of random ad-hoc networks
The essential reason for this decreasing capacity is the local capacity constriction, due to the sharing of the wireless channel at the MAC layer. From the routing perspective, a mean source-destination distance of L implies packets traverse a mean of L tr(n) hops. The total traffic generated, n r(n) L tr(n) bits/s, requires to be served by the n nodes. However, the capacity of each node is reduced by interference (MAC), since nodes close to a receiver cannot transmit simultaneously. The number of interfering nodes is proportional to the interference area and so the capacity loss is quadratic in the transmission radius tr(n) (1), resulting in an available per node capacity of T tr(n) 2 . The tradeoff between the routing requirement and the MAC restriction yields the capacity to be r(n) ≤ k 2 T tr(n) L n . The requirement of network connectivity (no isolated node), requires tr(n) ≥ log n πn [1] . This concept of isolation arises due to the assumed fixed rate physical layer (minimum link distance) and results in the capacity upper bound as
C. Capacity Lower Bound
To provide a capacity lower bound (feasibility), specific MAC and routing schemes, that achieve the same order as the upper bound, are demonstrated. Such a specification requires imposing some structure or regularity on the random network. Motivated by cellular architectures, a regular tessellation (covering by 'cells') of the unit area is considered. Since the network is random, some deviation from regularity should be allowed.
A Voronoi tessellation V n of the surface S 2 is such a tessellation (as in Fig. 1 ) and has the following properties [1]:
1) Every Voronoi cell V contains a disk of area 100 log n n and corresponding radius ρ(n). 2) Every Voronoi cell is fully contained within a circle of radius 2ρ(n). The size of each cell (as a function of n) ensures the requirement that every cell (uniformity restriction) contains at-least one node. 
MAC and available capacity:
A particular MAC scheme is defined and achieves a scheduling by ensuring that transmissions from a Voronoi cell do not interfere with simultaneously transmitting cells. The chosen transmission radius of tr(n) = 8 ρ(n), allows for direct transmissions between adjacent cells and within a cell ( Fig. 1 ). Cells containing nodes within a distance of (2 + Δ)tr(n) (1) are interfering cells and the total number of interfering cells may be upper bounded by a constant k 3 [1] . Thus the chosen MAC is a schedule of k 3 + 1 slots with each slot assigned to non-interfering cells. This is possible by a graph coloring of no more than k 3 + 1 colors [23] . Thus, this simple slotted MAC amongst the cells, results in a per-cell capacity of
Routing: every source destination pair may be connected by a straight line segment (segment of a great circle on S 2 ), as in Fig. 1 . Packets are relayed from the source cell to the destination cell in a sequence of hops from cell to cell, along the cells intersected by the straight line segment. Within each cell a node (head/relay node) is chosen randomly to relay all traffic. This choice of routing is independent of the MAC and is shown to achieve the required bound. The application of the VC theorem [24] , to the Voronoi tessellation, shows that w.h.p., for every Voronoi cell in the tessellation, the number of nodes per cell, N (V ), obeys 50 log n ≤ N (V ) ≤ 150 log n. This result allows for the viability of the routing scheme, by guaranteeing a node in every cell that can serve as the head node. Further, the number of routes (i.i.d straight-line segments) intersecting every cell maybe bounded w.h.p. by applying the weak law of large numbers and so, the traffic to be carried by a cell, proportional to the number of routes, may be upper bounded w.h.p. as
The lower bound on capacity is derived by constraining the traffic to be carried (6), obtained from routing, to be less than the available capacity (5), obtained from the MAC. Thus,
bits/s is feasible w.h.p., in random ad-hoc networks. Combining this with the upper bound (4), proves that r(n) is
III. UWB NETWORKS
Next, the capacity of UWB random ad-hoc networks is considered. The network model is random as in [1] , but the physical layer model is drastically different as described below.
A. UWB Physical Layer
In contrast to existing literature, the following UWB Communication Model is assumed to model the physical layer: 1) Power: Each node is constrained to a maximum transmit power of P 0 . 2) Bandwidth : The communication system has an arbitrarily large bandwidth (W → ∞).
The key characteristic of this model is the low spectral efficiency [19] (i.e., P0 N0W 1), which implies a relatively large bandwidth or a relatively tight power constraint. Our results are applicable to all low spectral efficiency systems and in particular, for two practical applications, 1) UWB systems, where the bandwidth is a few GHz [17] .
For such imminent commercial radios, W → ∞, which implies that P0 N0W 1.
2) Sensor networks, with bandwidths of the order of a few
MHz or less but very low power devices (to extend battery life) are relevant to military and commercial applications [25] . For such a low power system, P 0 → 0, which implies that P0 N0W 1.
Assumed capacity-achieving Gaussian channel codes result in a supported data rate corresponding to the Shannon capacity 2 [26] . It is assumed that each node can transmit and receive simultaneously (with infinite bandwidth the transmit and receive chains can use separate bandwidths resulting in a factor of two rate loss, which does not affect the order results). Also, each node can adapt its transmit power and data rate, to the link condition [27] . Every node communicates with a randomly chosen destination (the node closest to a randomly chosen point).
In our UWB communication model the power-bandwidth relationship is reversed as compared to [1] , the link capacity explicitly depends on distance, and power, rate adaptation are allowed. The combination of these characteristics of the novel UWB model, provide the contrasting result that capacity increases as a function of the node density n! To demonstrate this result, we next analyze the communication model to derive the optimal MAC.
B. Optimality of CDMA MAC
The interference problem is first addressed by bounding the interference perceived by a receiver. Hence, a certain scaling of bandwidth W , as a function of n, renders the interference negligible,implying that a 'CDMA MAC scheme' is optimal. i.e., all transmitters transmit simultaneously over the entire bandwidth.
Let P ij ≥ 0 be the transmit power chosen by node X i to transmit to its chosen receiver X j , over link X i → X j . The node power constraint P 0 implies that P i
The wireless medium causes a power loss g ij , given by g ij = 1 |Xi−Xj | α , where other physical constants like antenna gain have been absorbed into N 0 . The distance |X i −X j | is defined as the length of the segment along the great circle, connecting X i and X j , on the surface S 2 . The signal-to-interference noise ratio [26] at the receiver X j is
where I is the set of all interfering nodes (the set of all simultaneous transmitters). Bounding the interference is problematic since, potentially, a node arbitrarily close to the receiver (i.e., X k s.t. |X k − X j | → 0) could cause arbitrarily large interference. Let the random variable d min (G) denote the minimum distance (on the surface S 2 of the sphere ) between node pairs in a specific network realization G. The following lemma shows that d min (G) cannot be very small.
where (a) arises because the uniformly distributed node X j has to lie within a disc of radius
(from (9)), the total interference can be bounded w.h.p. by P 0 n(n 2 logn) α 2 . Thus, setting W = Θ(n(n 2 logn) α 2 ) and choosing an appropriately large constant, renders the interference negligible with respect to ambient noise. This bandwidth scaling (which implies that W → ∞, as n → ∞), ensures that there is no requirement to schedule transmitters, since they cause negligible interference to each other and so allows for a CDMA MAC. Further, since the bandwidth is arbitrarily large, each link's Shannon capacity r ij is proportional to the received power, as below.
Throughout , log(·) denotes log e (·) and capacity is expressed in units of nats [26] . Although bandwidth is infinite, the link capacity is bounded (10), due to the finite power constraint. It may be easily shown that this CDMA MAC is indeed optimal in comparison to an arbitrary time/frequency scheduling [20] . This is because the rate achieved by any time/frequency scheduling on a link is upper bounded by Pij gij N0 , the rate achieved by the CDMA MAC (10) .
Thus the arbitrarily large bandwidth renders interference negligible and result in the optimal CDMA MAC. It should be noted that making an ad-hoc wireless network interference free, alone, is insufficient to drastically improve its capacity. Zero interference, achieved with arbitrarily narrow directed beams at transmitters and receivers (requiring complex and impractical signal processing) provides a capacity gain (compared to [1] ) of only Θ(log 2 (n)) [28] . Our UWB model provides a combination of mechanisms, including negligible interference, that results in a drastically improved capacity. The explicit link capacity-distance relationship (10) and link adaptation are utilized subsequently, in the routing analysis. The optimal CDMA MAC scheme is assumed and results in a clean separation of the MAC and routing problems, i.e., it remains to consider optimal routing of the source-destination pairs.
IV. AN UPPER BOUND ON THROUGHPUT CAPACITY
With a CDMA MAC, the optimal routing consists of finding source-destination routes for all sources, that achieve the uniform throughput capacity. Unlike the classical routing problem of wired networks [29] , the constraint is not in terms of link capacities but in terms of the per-node total power (unlike [1] , power rather than bandwidth is the constrained resource), resulting in a coupling between route selections for different sources. The upper bound (Section II) in [1] was derived by bounding the minimum transmission radius based on a connectivity requirement, a concept precluded by our rate adaptive physical layer, and so we analyze the significantly more complicated 'power-constrained routing' problem, to derive the upper bound.
A. Traffic Routing
The routing problem is to find a set of routes for each source-destination pair, and the power to be allotted to each link along these routes. Under the optimal CDMA MAC, each link's Shannon capacity is proportional to the received power (10) . Thus,
The coupling of the various routes (due to the per-node power constraint) complicates the routing analysis, from a capacity perspective. This routing problem with the per-node power constraint may be posed as an optimization problem, as noted in Section VI. However here, towards obtaining an upper bound, the per-node power constraint is relaxed, to an average (equivalently, total) power constraint. Hence in this section, for the relaxed power constraint we assume that
instead of P i ≤ P 0 ∀ i. Consider the source node X i and the set of all possible routes from this source to its unique final destination. All links on a specific route must operate at the same data rate, since if not, a redistribution of power amongst the links (possible due to the relaxed power constraint (12)) would result in a new higher or equal rate. So each route can be associated with a single rate. Assume some optimal power distribution amongst the set of all routes for a given source-destination pair and for each pair. Can this power distribution be characterized ? Consider two routes corresponding to a given source-destination pair,
is the destination. Let r i (n) and r * i (n) be the rates achieved on these routes (i.e., on every link) respectively. The route R * i is defined as the route, amongst all possible routes, for which
is the minimum. i.e., R * i is the minimum power route for the chosen source-destination pair. From (11) , the total power used on these routes is respectively
If the power P (R i ) is shifted from the route R i to R * i , by scaling the power of each link X k * i → X k+1 * i of R * i by a factor (1 + P (Ri) P (R * i ) ), the relaxed power constraint (12) would still be met, while the achieved rate on R * i would be not less than r i (n) + r * i (n). This follows from (14) and from the definition (13) of R * i . Thus, under the relaxed power constraint (12) , it is sufficient for each source-destination pair i to choose the minimum power route R * i , independent of other pairs, to route all its traffic, so as to maximize its rate. Therefore, the exact uniform throughput capacity r u (n) under the relaxed power constraint may be obtained by setting r * i (n) = r u (n), ∀ i, and solving i P (R * i ) = nP 0 , with P (R * i ) from (14) . The uniform throughput capacity with the per-node power constraint, r(n) satisfies r(n) ≤ r u (n) and so we next upper bound r u (n).
B. Maximum Number of Nodes on a Route
To bound r u (n), the maximum number of hops in R * i is required. We begin by considering the sum of hop lengths. Denoting D i as the source-distance between X i and X K * i (on S 2 ), by triangle inequality, the sum of the hop-lengths L i is lower bounded by D i as,
As in Section II, note that ρ(n) is the radius of the circle with area 100 log n n on the surface of a sphere S 2 and that 4ρ(n) ≤ 3200 log n πn , because a circle of radius ρ on S 2 has an area less than πρ 2 and greater than π 2 ρ 2 . The next lemma is used to bound the number of nodes on R * i .
Lemma 2: The number of Voronoi cells intersecting R
log n . Proof: Consider a particular node X i and the corresponding optimal route R * i . Define a region C(R * i ) ⊂ S 2 , demonstrated in Fig. 2 , as follows.
, here Y and Z are points on S 2 . C(R * i ) defines a coverage region that fully contains all cells intersecting the route. We next bound the coverage region area. Each link on a route contributes a band (rectangular region) of width 4ρ(n) and length |X k * i − X k−1 * i | to the coverage region. Also, the edge links contribute an additional two semi-circular regions of radius 4ρ(n). Thus, Area(C(R * i )) ≤ 3200 log n n + 2 3200 log n πn L i (16) The minimum area of a Voronoi cell is 100 log n n (Section II). Since the route can only intersect cells that are completely contained in C(R * i ), the number of such cells is upper bounded as
As noted in Section II, w.h.p. every cell in the tessellation contains at most 150 log n nodes. Thus, the maximum number of nodes on R * i is bounded w.h.p. as N nodes
C. Upper Bound on Throughput Capacity
The power P (R * i ) (14) utilized on R * i is related to the length of the route and the rate as,
where (a) is due to the convexity of y α for α ≥ 1, K * ≤ N nodes max and from (15) . (b) is from (17) and because r u (n) upper bounds r(n) . (c) is from defining f (L i ).
Next, the total power required by the n routes of a sample graph n i=1 P (R * i ), is bounded by the total available power nP 0 (12). So, the expected total power, over the ensemble of graphs G, is also bounded by nP 0 . Note that, EP (R * i ), over the ensemble of graphs, is equal for all routes, i.e., ∀ i . Thus,
Using this result we have,
where (a) is from (18) , the fact that f (L i ) is an increasing function and from (15) . Inequality (b) comes from the conditional expectation. Nodes are distributed uniformly on S 2 , and hence the probability that the distance between a source destination pair exceeds ε, is lower bounded by (1−ε 2 ), which results in (c). When L i exceeds a constant ε, the c 2 L i √ n log n term in the denominator of f (L i ) dominates, resulting in (d).
Recollect that D i is the physical distance on S 2 between the source i and destination. Since ED i is a constant, (19) results in r(n) ≤ c 4 P 0 (n log n)
with probability exceeding 1 − 1 log n − 50 log n n . Thus, w.h.p., for sufficiently large c 5 , . This increasing function of n is a combination of the large bandwidth and the allowed power and rate adaptation.
V. LOWER BOUND ON THROUGHPUT CAPACITY
To provide a lower bound on the capacity, the techniques reviewed in Section II will be useful. The MAC scheme is again chosen as the CDMA MAC, since that was shown to be optimal in Section III-B. We require to demonstrate a feasible routing scheme to provide the lower bound. As in [1] , the scheme chosen is a route for each source-destination pair, determined by following the minimum distance path (segments of great circles), as closely as possible. For such a routing scheme, the number of routes intersecting any cell maybe bounded w.h.p., similar to [1] . Thus, the traffic to be carried by a cell (6) Traffic is relayed from cell to cell till it reaches the cell of the destination node. However, each relay node has a limit on its available capacity. This limit arises due to the power constraint of the node, unlike [1] , where it arose from the bandwidth constraint of the network. Since every cell is contained in a disk of radius 2ρ, the length of a hop to reach the next relay node, is at most 8ρ. Thus, from (11), the relay node has a total capacity r i bounded as,
The traffic to be carried (22) , due to routing requirements, is required to be less than the available capacity (23), and so the uniform throughput r(n) is feasible w.h.p. if
That is,
This proves the lower bound, r(n) = Ω( n (α−1)/2 (log n) (α+1)/2 ). Thus UWB networks have a dramatically different capacity and consequently, with a UWB like physical layer, it may be feasible to realize dense ad-hoc networks. To consider the utility of this information theoretic upper bound in predicting network performance, we next compare it to network optimization results.
VI. COMPARISON TO NETWORK OPTIMIZATION
The problem under consideration is finding the maximum achievable uniform throughput (capacity) of random UWB adhoc networks. An information theoretic perspective resulted in order bounds that demonstrate the capacity variation with node density n. However, for any particular instance of a random ad-hoc network G, the uniform throughput capacity may be obtained by maximizing the uniform throughput, subject to constraints imposed on the network by the requirements of the various layers [8] . Such a maximization may be considered in a formal optimization framework. The natural question arises: How do the network optimization performance of networks and the derived information theoretic bound compare ?
A. Optimization Framework
The optimization objective is to maximize the minimum (of all source destination pairs) rate achieved i.e., uniform throughput, with a power limit on each node. The problem may be equivalently posed as minimizing the maximum power used by a node, with an equal rate to be achieved by each source-destination pair [8] . We choose the latter for ease of formulation. The solution to the max-min rate problem may be obtained by solving a sequence of min-max power problems [8] . The constraints on this optimization are imposed by network operation, i.e., the functionalities of the various layers including the MAC and routing. Under the assumed UWB model (large bandwidth), the capacity of each link is r ij = Pij gij N0 (11), i.e., the link capacity is a linear function of the power on the link. Also, as in Section III-B, in the limit of arbitrarily large bandwidth (W → ∞) scheduling is no more required since, each link may choose a portion of the available infinite bandwidth to operate in the absence of interference. The in general, hard non-convex scheduling problem is thus simplified, due to the assumed UWB model. The routing problem may be posed in the standard form using the flow variable f , the total bits/s (flow) carried on the links in the network. The total flow on a link i is f i , and is a combination of traffic generated by the transmitter of the link and the traffic of other sources routed through the link. The total flow on each link should not exceed the capacity of the link. This constraint represents the interaction between the MAC, that determines the per link capacity and the routing, that determines the total traffic to be carried by the link. The routing constraints are imposed on the total flow at each node [29] and ensure that the rate requirements of the sources are met. Combining the constraints results in the network optimization problem as,
subject to Dp ≤ P 0 e , p ≥ 0 ,
where vector p denotes the power of the links. D sums the total power emanating from each node and so (27) imposes a uniform per node power constraint of P 0 . The maximum total power used by any node is at most P 0 and hence minimizing P 0 yields the min-max power. g is the vector of link gains (normalized by N 0 ) and constraint (28) requires that the capacity of every link (11) , exceeds the total flow on that link. As noted, the constraint (28) represents the interaction between the MAC and routing functionalities. Matrix A considers the the total flow out of each node, i.e., the sum of flows out of a node minus the sum of flows into the node. r s is the source rate at the various nodes and is of equal absolute value at sources and destinations, but negative for the destinations. Thus (29) represents the flow constraint (routing) at each node. The formulation has no prior assumptions on the nature of the routing solution and hence the solution results in the optimal min-max power for a UWB ad-hoc network. The optimization problem is linear in its variables (P 0 , p, f ), and hence a Linear Program (LP). Thus, it may be solved efficiently and the results are next compared to the information theoretic bounds.
B. Comparison of Results
The information theoretic bound is a probabilistic bound, i.e., it holds w.h.p. in the limit of large n. So, a comparison requires network optimization results on a set of random networks. A set of 100 random networks at a particular node density n, was generated by choosing n nodes uniform randomly in an unit area. In each network n/2 sourcedestination pairs were chosen randomly. The loss exponent α was chosen to be 3. The corresponding LP (26) , for each random network G, was then solved to obtain the respective min-max power P 0 . The probabilistic nature of the result may be considered by choosing a probabilistic metric of the 100 min-max powers and we choose both the median and the mean value. Since the information theoretic bound is an order bound, a relevant comparison requires the functional behavior of network optimization results with increasing node density n. We consider node densities from n = 10 to n = 500, limited by computational and memory constraints. At low densities n ≤ 80, all possible n × (n − 1) links are considered. At high densities (n > 80) a consideration of all possible links is infeasible due to memory constraints. However from the upper bound in Section IV, we know that 'Minimum Power Routing', consisting of short links, is the optimal routing scheme under a relaxed power constraint. Thus, the routing solution will be close to the 'Minimum Power Routing' solution and consist of short links. Hence, at high node densities for each node the closest 20 nodes are chosen as possible receivers resulting in 20 emanating links per node and is equivalent to fixing the degree of the graph G. The accuracy of this heuristic was checked in the range of node densities, 30 < n < 80, by a comparison against the optimal case of using all possible links. Note that, arbitrary constants in the order bound preclude a direct numerical value comparison with network optimization results. Since exact values are not of interest, the source rate r s , may be scaled and will resulting in a scaling of the min-max power. Hence r s is set based on numerical considerations in the solution of the LP.
The resulting mean (dashed line) and median (dotted line) min-max power are plotted against n in Fig. 3 . As noted, the power values are normalized based on the source rate and the constant N 0 . For a comparison with the derived information theoretic bound, note that, capacity is a linear function of power at infinite bandwidth (10) . Thus, for a fixed uniform throughput capacity, the information theoretic bound of the required min-max power isΘ((n) − α−1 2 ). This bound, with appropriately chosen constants is plotted (solid line) in Fig. 3 . The three results mean, median and bound of the min-max power, match closely in the sense that their functional dependence is almost identical. The mean and median min-max powers demonstrate a n − α−1 2 = 1/n trend, as expected from the bound. Further as n increases the results converge. Thus, the numerical optimization results and information theoretic bounds are in close agreement !
C. Model Variation
This flexible optimization framework allows studying the effect of various model assumptions, on the capacity. The assumed signal power loss model is 1/d α . This results in increasing received power with reducing link distance (increasing n). Specifically, with a distance d < 1 the received power is greater than the transmitted power, an artifact of the model rendering it unrealistic. Typically path loss models consist of a constant loss within a certain distance range d ≤ d 0 , and a 1/d α model when d > d 0 [19] , thus limiting the maximum link gain and determining a range of gains. Such a non-continuous path loss function is hard to analyze from the information theoretic perspective and so, we consider its effect on the capacity in the optimization framework. To simulate a realistic path loss model, a range of permissable gains g range is chosen. Since the least gain is determined by the network size, this sets a gain limit g lim of g range above the minimum value. A random network is generated and gains g ij > g lim are set to g lim . Note that, a trivial g range of 0 db would correspond to all links with equal gain and so, with the optimal CDMA MAC a constant link rate, resulting in a constant capacity (equivalently min-max power). Thus, intuitively, the worst case capacity would still be constant and not decreasing as in [1] . Assuming this path loss model, the corresponding LP (26) is solved for varying node densities and the results shown in Fig. 4 . The median min-max powers with varying values of g range , are compared to the case with no gain limit (solid line), that follows the information theoretic trend, as shown in Fig. 3 . With a g range of 40 db, a high range for UWB channels [16] , the results are almost identical to the case with no limit. This is because, at the simulated densities, very few links would exceed the g lim . However with a 20 db range, typical of indoor scenarios [16] , there is some loss i.e., the min-max powers are higher while the decreasing trend still holds. With a 10 db range, an unrealistic but illustrative value, there is significant loss and the min-max power is almost constant for n > 100, reflecting the almost constant gain of links. Hence, with a more realistic limited gain path loss model the capacity of UWB networks may demonstrate a different trend compared to the information theoretic bound. Thus, the optimization results support the theoretical bound and justify its applicability to UWB networks while allowing the consideration of practical effects.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the capacity of an UWB (large bandwidth) adhoc wireless networks with a power constraint was studied. It was shown that for such a random network the uniform throughput capacity r(n) isΘ(n (α−1)/2 ). This increasing pernode throughput is in contrast to the decreasing per-node throughput shown in [1] . The key reasons for this dramatically contrasting result are the finite power, large bandwidth of the assumed UWB physical model and the explicit use of link adaptation. These characteristics combine to alleviate interference and exploit node density effectively while delivering traffic. Further, the optimal MAC and routing, to achieve network capacity, were specified -namely a CDMA MAC and a power-constrained routing. The capacity problem was also posed in an optimization theoretic framework. A comparison of the optimization theoretic solutions with the information theoretic bounds, demonstrates the utility of the bounds as a guideline for UWB ad-hoc networks. Thus, the UWB physical layer dramatically affects the ad hoc network capacity.
